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as mentioned above, this cheat will add all upgrades to your
build. this will add the all upgrades perk to every upgrade slot,
allowing you to build a character with maximum stats, stat
bonuses and perks. if you want to see the effect this has on
your build, enter the following cheat into the console:
upgrades.perkpointsall. this gloriously simple cheat just
requires you to ask for an item named money, and then plug in
the amount you want. so, for example, netting yourself
$250,000 of sweet night city lucre is as simple as entering the
following command into the console using one of the container
formulas above: items.money,250000. not a bad day's work for
a quarter of a million, right quietkangaroo50. please make sure
your version of the game is up to date. try switching to a
previous version of trainer - this fixed a crashing issue for
another player previously. this post explains how: dying light
cheats and trainer for steam. once again, console commands
are here to save the day, as entering the following cheat string
into the console command container will deposit as many
tabula e-rasas as you want directly into v's inventory:
items.perkpointsresetter. you can then consume as normal to
allow you to redistribute all v's perk points; though
unfortunately there's nothing you can do to reset their skill
points for now. this gloriously simple cheat just requires you to
ask for an item named money, and then plug in the amount
you want. so, for example, netting yourself $250,000 of sweet
night city lucre is as simple as entering the following command
into the console using one of the container formulas above:
items.money,250000.
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to the dying light community,the past seven years together
have been pure, untamed excitement full of unforgettable
memories. we always set out to make the best experience

possible. we put blood and sweat into this world, but you guys
gave all that staggering work true meaning. you turned dying

light into a juggernaut. for that, we cant thank you enough.this
community has been the true undying light that will shine on

forever. we will give it our all to preserve that.yours
truly,#peopleoftechland you will need a subscription to the
gog store in order to get your discount key. we would like to
invite you to enjoy the dying light: the following enhanced

edition for free. visit gog.com and follow the instructions on
the screen. if you want to purchase the eden starter pack for
v's personal collection, you can do so from the in-game menu
using the following cheat: items.edensstarterpack. the pack is
priced at $5.00 usd and can be purchased from the in-game
store if you have the necessary currency. if you do not, you

can obtain the currency by completing missions and
eliminating the special* enemies that appear on the map, as
well as by opening the eden survival edition. if you want to

purchase the city survival pack for v's personal collection, you
can do so from the in-game menu using the following cheat:
items.citysurvivalpacks. the pack is priced at $5.00 usd and

can be purchased from the in-game store if you have the
necessary currency. if you do not, you can obtain the currency
by completing missions and eliminating the special* enemies

that appear on the map, as well as by opening the city survival
edition. 5ec8ef588b
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